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A b s t r a c t .  T h e aim of th is paper is to investigate an use of th e  prSlterjfles o f imnirnaL 
Specificity  and m axim al B uoancy (M B) proposed by R. R. Yager and to  introduce som e  
con d itions of a set of possib ility  d istributions and w eights w hich guarantee uniqueness of 
p ossib ility  d istribution  selected  by the use of these principles from a given set of d istrib u ­
tions.
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1 . INTRODUCTION
In the theory of approximate reasoning (quantitative and qualitative) possi­
bility distributions play an important and central role (see [2 , 3, 14]). There exist 
many situations in which we need a determination of the approximate possibility  
distribution from the use of other possibility distributions. The m ost often used 
techniques for handling these problems are the principles of minimal Specifici­
ty (mS) for quantitative possibility distributions (qpd) and of m axim al Buoancy  
(MB) for qualitative possibility distributions (Qpd) (see [14]).
The concept of specificity of qpds was originally introduced by R. R. Yager 
[9-13], D. Dubois and H. Prade [2-4], and A. J. Ramer [5 -6 ],.... The principle of 
mS is used at least for two classes of following problems (see [14]):
1) In the first class, it must select a possibility value independently for each 
i  in a set B  (in general, B  is a set of all atoms of a Boolean algebra or is a set 
of possible wolds induced from the set of sentences in propositional language) if 
these values are given individual bounds on the elements of B .
In this case, it is simple to select the highest possibility value for each x  in 
B , then we will get a least specificity distribution from the set of all possible 
possibility distributions on B .
2 ) In the second class, let there be given a set of m  possibility distributions
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{^ l) 7r2> •••> ^m}) we must pick one of these distributions satisfying some condi­
tions.
Here the use of the principle of mS is to select from these distributions a 
possibility distribution that minimizes the chosen specificity measure.
Similarly, let have a quasi-ordering on the finite set B , then there are many 
weak orderings that com plete this quasi ordering. A proposed problem is to select 
a unique weak ordering (Qpd), that is the completion of this quasi ordering.
The use of the principle of MB for weak orderings is in the same spirit as the 
use of the principle of mS for qpds, this is to select a weak ordering that maximizes 
the chosen Buoancy measure.
We know that under these principles, a selected quantitative or qualitative  
possibility distribution depends on weights of the Specificity or Buoancy measure, 
respectively. In more detail, a possibility distribution was selected by the use of 
principle of mS (or MB) with chosen weights, can not be selected by the use of this 
principle w ith other weights. In other words, a possibility distribution selected by" 
using one of these principles depends on individual opinions.
Two following problems have arisen:
1) Which conditions must m .given possibility distributions satisfy such that
there exists a possibility distribution that is always selected from these distributions 
by the use of the principle of mS (or MB).  (1)
2) For m given-possibility distributions, which additional conditions must weights
of Specificity measure (Buoancy measure) satisfy such that there exists a possibil­
i ty distribution that is always selected from these distributions by the use of the 
principle of mS (or M B )  with any weights satisfying these conditions?  (2 )
The aim of this paper is to propose a use of these principles, this is to use 
sim utalneously both the principles of mS and of MB for selecting one from given  
quantitative possibility distributions, and to give a part of answer of the questions 
above. 1
This paper is structured as follows: after introducing some background con­
cepts in Section 2, in Section 3 we will explain why we propose a use sim utalneous­
ly of the principles of mS and of MB for to select one from m  given quantitative 
possibility distributions. In sections 4, 5 we will introduce concepts of M B-stable, 
T-M B-stable, m S-stable, T-m S-stable of a set of possibility distributions and point 
out som e conditions for these stability sorts.
2. PRELIMINARIES
A ssum e A  is a Boolean algebra with maximal and minimal elements 7, 0 .  
Non minim al element x* in A  is an atom (see [14]) of Boplean algebra A  if and
on ly  if  for every  y  in  A  eith er  x* A y =  x* or x* A y =  0 .
Let B  =  {¿ i, 621— ) &n} be the set of all atoms of A , then for any elem ent x 
in A , there exists an unique subset B x or B  such that x =  V y, y  £  ~QX (see [7]).
A quantitative possibility measure (qpm) is a mapping IT from A  into [0, l] 
such that
1 )  n ( e )  = o : ,
2 )  n ( / )  =  1 ; '
3) II(a, b) =  m ax(II(a), 11(6)) for all a, b of A .
A quantitative possibility distribution (qpd) n is mapping from the set of all 
atoms of A  into [0,1], i.e ., 7r : 5  —> [0,1], tt is called normalized possibility  
distribution if there exists at least one element x* in B  such that 7r(x*) =  1 .
A qualitative possibility measure on A  (Qpm) is an ordering relation S (where 
aSb  means a is at least as possible as b) satisfying the following conditions:
1) x S y  or y S x  for all x, y  of A;
2) if x S y  and y S z  then x S z  for all x, y , z  of A;
3) I S O  and 0 S /;
4) I S a  for all a of A;
5) if bSc then (b V a )S (c  V a) for all a of A .
An ordering relation S satisfying xS x  for every x in A  and the condition 2) 
above is called a quasi ordering. S is called a ^weak ordering if it satisfies the 
conditions 1), 2). A weak ordering on the set of all atoms of finite Boolean algebra 
is called a qualitative possibility distribution (Qpd).
In [14], R. R. Yager showed that if II is a qpm on A  then n =  I I /B  is a 
normalized qpd, and conversely if ix is a normalized qpd, then there exists uniquely 
a qpm II on A  such that II /B  =  7r.
Similarly, if S is a Qpm then s =  S /B  is a Qpd, and conversely if 5 is a Qpd 
then there exists uniquely a relationship S satisfying the conditions 1), 2), 4), 5) 
in the definition of Qpm, and if S is added the condition 3) then S is a Qpm on 
A  such that S /B  =  s (see [14]).
In brief, it can say that both possibility measures (Qpm and qpm) are uniquely
determined by their possibility distributions on the set of atoms.
For any two possibility distributions ni,  7r2, is more specific than 7r2 if and 
only if 7r 1 (x) <  7T2 (x) for every x in B .
R. R. Yager proposed a class of linear measures of specific (see [14]), each of 
them  is a function defining on the set of all possibility distributions and has the 
form
Sp(n) =  7T! -  Vi^i,  here n =  { 7r,-, i =  1 , .. .,  n\ ni  >  7r2 >  • • • >  7rn} is 
t > 2
a quantitative possibility distribution and (v», i =  1 , .. .,  n}  are called weights of 
this measure if
1 ) 0 <  Vi, for i =  2 , n;
2) Wl =  1;
3) v 2 ^  0]
4) £  t>.- <  i; 
i > 2
5) Vi >  Vj, if i  <  j .
Under this definition, for any weights of specificity measure, we get 5 p(7ri) >
Sp (tt2f) if 7Ti <  7T2 , and in particular if 7r is a normalized possibility distribution
then Sp (7r) =  1 -  £  vi ^i .
i >2
f 1) if x S y ,
Let S  be a weak ordering, define S(x ,  y) =  < ’ \  for every x, y  in
t 0 , otherwise
B  and H ( x i ) =  E  S { x i, x )> 9{x ) =  H ( x i ) /  max H (y) .  -
xeB y^B
A Buoancy measure Buo (see [14]) is a mapping from the set of all quali­
tative possibility distributions into [0 , 1 ] defined by Buo(S) =  ai w i, where
¿>1
a i ,  a 2 , . . . ,  an are g(x) (x G B ) ordered with ai >  a2 >  • • • >  an and {u>i, i =
1 , . . . ,  n} are called weigths of this measure if
1 ) Wi >  0 for i =  1 , . . . ,  n};
2 )  E  =  i ;
¿>i
3) Wi >  Wj, if i  <  j .
3. USE OF THE PRINCIPLES OF mS and MB'tf
From the principles of mS and MB, we get
1) The principle of mS says that if 7Ti, 7r2 are two qpds and tt\ is more specific 
than tt2 then 7r2 is selected.
In the sam e spirit, the principle of MB says that when s i ,  s 2 are two weak 
orderings (Q pds), if s 2 is more relaxing than s i (i.e., D s i) then s 2 is selected.
2) In the cases, when it can’t be able to compare possibility distributions each 
other, these principles give us a formally framework for selecting one from these 
possibility distributions.
On other hand, we know that if 7r is a qpd then there exists a weak ordering 
Sff induced from re by xS^y  iff ir{x) >  7r(y), then Sn is called a natural ordering 
associated w ith nr and the notation x S wy  also means that x is at least as possible 
as y.
In the possibility theory, a information says that the possibility degree of 
element x  is higher than one of element y,  is more important than concretely  
given values about the possibility degree of these elements.
W e ca n  see  th a t w h en  7Ti, tt2 are tw o qpds and  S i ,  S 2 are o rd er in g s a sso c ia te d  
re sp e c tiv e ly  w ith  th em , th ere is n o t any re la tion sh ip  b etw een  tt\ { x ) <  7r2 (x ) for
e v e r y  x in  B  and  S 1 C S 2. In fa ct, th ere  ex is ts  a ca se  t t i ( x ) <  7r2 (x ) for ev ery  x,
b u t S i  D  /?2 . .Jt
For example, let B  =  {x j , x 2> £ 3 , x 4},
7Ti =  { 7Tx(xi) =  1, 7T1(x 2) =  0.5, 7Tl (^3) =  0.5, 7Ti (x4) =  0 .5},
7T2 =  {tt2(^i) =  1, ^ 2(^2) =  0.9, 7r2(x3) =  0.8, 7r2(x4) =  0.7}.
Clearly that 7Ti(x) <  7r2 (a:) for every x in B and S i D 5 2 , so 7T2 is selected by 
the use of the principle of mS, and S i is selectedjsy the principle of MB. Now a 
question arises: which distribution we ought to select from ffi, r^2 ?
By points of view of important information above and of m ost basic idea of 
the principles of MB and of mS (select a relaxing ordering or a least specificity  
possibility distribution), in this case selecting the possibility distribution ?ri seems 
more pertinent.
Therefore it must continue a discussion to select a qpd from the possibility  
distributions i t\ ,  tt2 , ..., 7rm by only the use of the principle of mS.
This exam ple also suggests to us a use simutalneously of the principles of mS 
and MB for this problem.
Let 7Ti, 7T2 , .. .,  7rm be qpds on the finite set B  and s i ,  s 2 , . . . ,  be Q pd’s 
associated with these distributions, respectively. For selecting a qpd from the 
distributions 7rx, tt2 , .. .,  ftm, we can make as follows:
1) Select a Qpd s0 by the use of the principle of MB for the weak orderings 
Si, s 2, •••, s k-
2) Select a qpd n* from the possibility distributions TTi, 7t2 , - - -, 7r rn by the use 
of the principle of mS for the distributions having the same natural ordering so.
A part of answer to the problems (1 ), (2 ) above will be executed on each of 
these processes.
4. BUOANCY M EASURE AND PRINCIPLE OF BUO ANC Y
Let SV be a weak ordering on B , and S  be a relation defined on B  by x S y  if
and only if y S wx and xS^y.  Then S  is an equivalent relation on B .
Define B / s  — { B i ,  £ 2 , . . . ,  B m}  such that for every x £  .0,-, y  €  B j ,  and if
i <  j  then x S Ky  but y S nx (see [14]), then we say that Bi >  B j  and S n is called
an m-classes ordering, the ordered collection { B 1 , B 2 , B m}  is called collection
of equivalent classes associated with S.
In [14], R. R. Yager investigated the Buoancy measure and the principle of MB 
on the total orderings (m =  n, n is number of elements of B ) and on two-classes 
orderings (m =  2 ). We now intend to investigate the Buoancy measure and the 
use of the principle of MB on the m-classes orderings, here 2 <  m  <  n.
D e f in it io n  4 .1 .  Let S i ,  S 2 be two weak orderings in the finite set B , and 
{ E [ ,  E'2, . . .,  E 'k}, { E i ,  E 2, . . . ,  Ek}  are their collections of equivalent classes, re­
spectively. We say Si is more specific than S 2 ( S i l S 2) if and only if for i  =  1 to 
max(fc, k ') we have
U  E'  C (J E j  (when max(A;, k') >  k then for j  =  k + 1 to k' we use E j  — 0).
j < i  j < i
We see that there are not any correspondence between the specificity concept 
of two qpds and of two weak orderings (Qpds) associated with them , respectively, 
nam ely ,ni{x)  <  7r2(x) for every x of B  does not imply 5 iZ 5 2 and conversely.
On other hand, the relation Z is developed from the concept of specificity 
ordering proposed in [l], and it is deferent to the relation C between the weak 
orderings.
However there exists a relationship between the relations C and Z. Following 
proposition will show this relationship.
P r o p o s it io n  4 .2 . Let S i ,  S 2 be two weak orderings on B , and { E [ ,  E'2, .. . ,  E'k},  
{ E i ,  E 2,.. .,  E k}  be the collections of equivalent classes associated with them, re­
spectively.
If S i  C S 2 then S U S 2.
Proof. From Si C S 2, we have
E'i =  { x  G B | i 5 i y ,  Vy G B }  C {x  G .BlxS^y, £  B }  =  E i  .
Assuming 1J E'i ^  U Ei hold for m  <  max(k, k'), we will prove it for m  +  1 .
i < m i<m
For every x £  (J E[ =  tj  E[ U E'm + i,  under induction hypothesis x €  (J E[
i < m + 1 i<m i<m
implies x £  (J Ei,  as x £  -E^+i implies x S i y  for every  ^y  £  |J E Since 
U E i C (J E^, we have x S 2y  for every y  £  U E{. This follows that
t > m + l  t > m + l  t > m + l
x £  (J Ei  and hence Si LS2. □
t > m + l
P r o p o s it io n  4 .3 . S j C S 2 if and only if for every i =  1 ,..., k there exist the 
positive integers 1 <  j i - i ,  j i  <  k' such that E{ =  (J E'q, (1 - jo <  j i , <
• • • < j k  =  k').
Proof. We first prove that when Si  C S 2 and f°r any pair (*\ i)> if E j  fl Ei  /  0 , 
then E'j C Ei.
Suppose x £  E j  fl Ei,  then for every y  £  £y , we have x S \ y  and y S \ x .  From 
Q S 2, ^ follows that x S 2y  and y S 2x, i.e., E l- C E i .
Set j i _ i  =  m in{g |£ ’' C E i} ,  j l =  ma.x{q\Eq C JE7t-}. It follows Ei D (J E'q.
If E i  7  ^ U  E ' q then there exists element x 0 £  E i  but x 0 ^ (J E q .
Therefore x 0 £  E q for q <  j i  or x0 £  E q for q >  j i -  This contradict the definition  
of numbers j i - 1 , j \  and the proof above.
C o ro lla ry  4 .4 . Si,  S 2 are k-classes ordering of B  then Si  C S 2 iff Si  =  S 2.
The proof is given directly by the Proposition 4.3. □
Let Si,  S 2 be weak orderings on the finite set B.  We know that if Sj C S 2 then  
B u o(5 i) <  B uo(S2) with any weights {to,-, i =  1 ,..., n } , and in the case S i ,  S 2 are 
two-classes orderings, if Si  is more specific than S 2 then B u o(S i) <  B uo(S2) only 
with weights satisfying some conditions, for example m . w m + i >  ^  W{, m  =
i  >  m  +  2
1 ,..., k (see [14]).
This result is suggestion for following propositions.
P r o p o s it io n  4 .5 . Let S i ,  S 2 be k-classes orderings, Si  is more specific than S 2) 
if card(£^ n Ei) >  card (£ ’t' + 1  n E i+ i) for every i =  1 ,..., k — 1, (3)
then B u o(5 j) <  B u o(52) with any weights {w i ,  i  =  1 ,..., n} .
In the case n =  2, the condition (3) is also “only if”.
Proof. For k > 2  the condition of the proposition become card(£'i) > ca rd (£ '2). 
Define ni  =  card(J5^), =  card(j^i).
Assume Buo(S'i) <  B u o(52) for any weights {wi ,  i =  1 ,..., n } , so if we choose {tu;} 
by wi  =  w 2 =  • •• =  «;„ =  ^ then B uo(S2) - B u o ( S i )  =  ^ ( r i  -r a i)[n i - ( n - r i ) ]  >
0, hence ni  >  n — r 1? i.e., card(E'i) >  card(J52).
For k >  2, define n,- =  c a r d (£ 1') .  S in ce (J E '■ C (J E j ,  w e h ave n,- <  r,-,
j  <  i j  <  I j  <  l
for i — 1 , ..., k.
In o th er  s id e , s in ce  S 2 is th e  fc-classes ordering w e get E k  7  ^ 0. F rom  th e  
E k ^ E ' k  =  E k  and  u nd er th e  h y p o th es is  ab o v e , w e have E i D E t- ^  0 for % =  1 , ..., k. 
T herefore 0 =  ro =  no <  ni  <  rj <  n 2 <  r2 <  • • • <  =  r/c =  n.
From  c a r d ( £ t- n Ei) > c a r d (£ lt'+1 n £¿+ 1 ) w e g et n i+ i  -  rt- > n i+2 -  r i + 1 for 
every  t =  0 , ..., k — 1. .
T h en  from  B uo(S i) =  £  +  ( i  -  ^-) £  u>t- +  • • • +  (1 -  £  w { ,
t'=;l t =  l+ n . i  » =  1 -f-njt — 1
Wi  
t = l + r fc_ 1
and B u o ^ )  =  £  w i +  (1  -  £  w i ~I-------------------------------------------------  ^ (1  ~  ^  w *' we ^ave
t = l  t =  l  +  ri t '=l  +  rfc_ j
r i  n 2 r2
B u o(52) -  B u o (5 i) = '  £  Wi +  -  (ni  -  r i) £  w { +  ~ (n 2 -  ri) £  Wi
i = l  +  n i  t '=l  +  n  i = l  +  n 2
+  ^ { n 2- r 2) £  m  +  ' ■ ■+ l^ { n k - i - r k - 2 )  £  Wi +  ± ( n k- i - r k- i )  £
t =  l  +  r2 t = l  +  n.fc_! t = l  +  r
^  n ( [ n i w n  (r i _  n i) “  (r i _  n 0  (n 2 -  r 0  ™n + i]
+  [(r2 -  n 2) (n 2 -  n )  w r2 -  (r2 -  n 2) (n3 -  r2) w r2+1] +  • • •
+  [(rfc_ i  - n * _ i )  (n.fc_i -  rk- 2) w Tk_ l -  (rfc_ x - n k- i )  {nk - r k- i )  w rfc_ 1 + i]}  
>  0 .
Therefore B u o(S 2) >  B u o (5 i) . □
P r o p o s it io n  4 .6 . Let S 1 , S 2 be k-classes orderings, S\  is more specific than S 2. 
If E{  n £ j  /  0 for every i =  1 ,..., k then Buo(S'i) <  B uo(S2) with any weights 
{w i ,  i =  1 ,..., n} of Buoancy measure satisfying
w m £  Wi for m  =  1 , n — 1 . (cwj)
i > m + l
Proof. As S 1 is more specific than S 2 and E{ fl E[  ^  0 for every i =  1 ,..., k we 
have n \  < r \  <  n 2 <  r 2 <  ■ ■ ■ <  nk =  Tk =  n.
A nalytically as the Proposition 4.5, we also have
ri n 2 r2
B u o(52) -  B u o (5 i) =  £  u,i +  ¿ ( n i -  r i) £  +  ^ (n 2 -  ri) £  w i +
i =  l  +  n.j t '=l  +  n  t =  l  +  n 2
+  ^ { n 2~ r 2) £  Wi +  - - - + ± ( n k- i - r k_ 2) £  +  ^  (« fc - i- r fc_ i)  £  11^
i=:l-fr2 i'= l + n^_ x I—l + rfc_!
r. r x n 2 n 2
>  ^  £  £  Wi +  i i n p - T i )  £  « ; ,-+ •■ •
j  =  l  +  n i  t = l  +  ri t ' = l + n
+  \ { n k- i  -  rk- 2) £  E  +  K n k- 1  -  rjfe_i) E  w i
y = l  +  n fc_ i  t =  l+r f c_ j  i = l  +  rfc_ 1
>  i ( r i - n i ) ( n ! - l )  E  w i +  ' • ’ +  i  (rf c - i - « * - i ) ( » f c - i  ~ r k-2  ~  1 ) £
*—l + fj t^ l + rfc-!
>  0 . □  ?
From the two propositions 4.5, 4.6 we have immediately following corollaries.
C o ro lla ry  4 .7 .  Let S 1 , S 2 be k-classes orderings having the collections of equiv­
alent classes { E i =  1 , . . . ,  k},  { E i , i =  1 , .. .,  k},  respectively, and  {n t-, rt i  =
1 , .. .,  A;} are defined as in the Proposition 4-5. If n\  <  r\ <  n 2 <  r2 <  • ■ • <  n k =  
rk =  n then  Buo(5'i) <  B u o(52) with any weights {w i ,  i =  1 ,..., n } satisfying the 
condition (cw i).
If { r i i } ,  { r t } satisfy a additional condition
n-i+i ~  ri >  n t+2  -  ri+l  for i =  0 , k -  1 (4)
then B u o ^ x )  <  B u o ( iS 2) with any weights of Buoancy measure.
C o ro lla ry  4 .8 . Let S i be a k-classes ordering and S 2 be a m-classes ordering 
having the collections of equivalent classes {E[,  i =  1 ,..., k},  {E{,  i =  1 ,..., m } ,  
respectively (m  <  k).
If for every i =  1 , m  — 1 exists iq, 1 <  iq <  k such that
card(Ej)  <  ^^card(£'y) <  ^^card(.E'y) . 
j = i  j = 1 j * i
(5)
y i
then B u o (5 i) <  B u o(52) with any weights satisfying (cwx).
Proof.
i  i +  l k
Set A t+i =  {? | card(£'y) <  q <  card(E'y), q =  card(£y), k depend 
j =  l j = l  j = l
for i =  0 , m  — 1 . Under the hypothesis, we have A i+ i  ^  0 for i =  0 ,.. . ,  m  — 1 .
t
Set ni =  max { q } for i =  0 ,.. .,  m — 1, and card(i£y), * =  1 ,..., m.
_ q£-A,+ i j = i
We will denote by S* a m-classes ordering having the collection of equivalent 
classes
h
{Fil-Fi = [J E'h, nt_x < J^card(£y) < n j
j = i
where uq =  0 and i =  1 , .. .,  m.
Applying Proposition 4.6, we have Buo(S*) <  B uo(S2) w ith weights satisfying  
(cw i), and under Proposition 4.3 we obtain S i C S*,  hence B u o (5 i) <  B u o(5  + ) 
with any weights of the Buoancy measure. Therefore B u o(S i) <  B u o(S 2) with  
any weights above defined. □
Remark.  If {n t}, {rt} (for i =  1 ,..., m  defined as in Corollary 4.8 satisfy the 
condition (4) then it is also obvious that B u o(51) <  B uo(S2) for any weights of 
the Buoancy measure.
D e f in it io n  4 .9 . A set of quantitative possibility distributions (or qualitative) is 
mS-stable (or MB-stable)  if and only if there exists at least one of these distribu­
tions such that it is always selected by the use of the principle of mS (or MB) with  
any weights of the Specificity (or Buoancy) measure.
This set is T-mS-stable ( T-MB-stable) if any only if it is m S-stable (or MB- 
stable) w ith any weights satisfying the condition T.
From what has already been presented, we have
T h e o r e m  4 .1 0 . Let $  be a finite set of weak orderings on a finite set B .
If any two its possibility distributions satisfy the condition (5) then this set of 
is quasi (cwi)-MB-stable.
If any two its possibility distributions satisfy (4), (5) then this set is MB-stable.
Remark.  A finite set of weak orderings is always M B-stable, if it has got the 
property that for any two its weak orderings, if both are not total orderings then  
there will exist the relation C between them.
Indeed we can see that in this case any two possibility distributions of this set 
satisfy the conditions (4), (5). The proof is easy and om itted here.
5. SPECIFICITY M EASURE AND PRINCIPLE OF mS
In this section, we will investigate the use of the principle of mS only on a set 
of qpds having a same natural ordering.
From now on, we assume that the quantitative possibility distributions are 
normalized.
Let s  be weak ordering associated with the qpd 7T on a finite set B . Define
g°(x) =  g(x) n{x),  where g{xi) — H ( x i ) / m a x H{y) ,  H { x i ) =  s ( x ị ,  x) for
¿>1
l ẽ B .
D e f in it io n  5 .1 . A measure R  is a mapping from the set of all possibility distri­
butions into [0,1] defined by -R(tt) =  £  aiWi,  here a j ,. . . ,  an are <7° (a:) (x G B )
i> i
ordered w ith ai >  a2 >  • • • >  an and {w i,  I =  1 , .. .,  n} are weights defined as ones 
of Buoancy measure (see [14]).
Formally, this measure is similar to Buoancy measure, bụt they are different 
each other by that the measure R  coincides both the valuế of the distribution  
7T and the weak ordering induced from 7T. This is illustrated by the expression  
0 °(x ) =  g{x)ir(x) .
For <7°(x) we have clearly following properties:
1- 0 <  <7°(x ) <  1 for every X  €  B , this means that 0 <  ì2(tt) <  1.
2. There exists X*  in B  such that g°(x*) =  1.
3. ff°(x) <  n (x ) for every X  in B .
4. g°{x)  <  g°(y)  iff 7r(x) <  7T(y).
In the following, we can see that this measure will create a relationship between
two measures above. First, we have a following lemma.
L em m a 5 .2 . Assume that
l )  — { ^ l  > nỉ  >  ••• >  tt” } and 7T2 =  {^ 2  >  7r| >  • • • >  TTj} are iw o
possibility distributions satisfying the conditions as:
If there exists ?'o satisfying 7TJ° <  7T2° then there exists r <  io such that Tĩ\ >  7Ĩ2 .
(6)
ị =  1 , .. .,  n} are weights of specificity measure satisfying the condition
( c wi ) .
3) k ị , i =  1 ,..., n} is a non creasing sequence of non negative reals. (7)
If y i Á  >  X) ui then Yl Vi ki -k \ >  UikịTĩị .  (8 )
t> l i> l t> l i> l
Proof. We will prove this lemma by induction on the number of elem ents in B .
It is obvious that (8) holds for n —
For n =  2, since Vi Iĩ\ +  1/2 Tĩ\ >  Vi Iĩ\ +  U2 Tĩị and if 7rị >  Tĩị for ¿ =  1 ,2  then  
the inequality (8) is obvious.
Conversely, if 7TJ <  7r| then under the hypothesis 7rị > tĩ\ .
^  V ị  TTj1 +  v 2 >  i'l A  +  V2 n ị  implies (l/j +  u2 j ị )  Tĩị >  (ui  +  u2 ậ - )  ĩ ĩ \ .
Define a =  b =  and q =  k-l L/1~t- 2 here k\ >  k2 >  0, then we have?rj ’ 7T2 * 1 +  ^ 2 a 5
a <  b, and q  (u>i + Ư 2 a) 7rị > q  (i/ị +1>2 b) nị  i.e. ki Ui 7 ĩ\ + k 2 1^2 ft 1 >  <J {v\  + ^ 2  b) T ĩị •
In other side q (ui +  u2 b) 7Ĩ2 >  k 1 Vi Tĩị +  k2 1>2 n2 iff (^1 — ^2) V2 (b — a) >  0 
and this is obvious.
Assume (8 ) to hold for n =  k, we will prove if for n =  k +  1.
We need only prove the case where there exists a positive integer ¿0 (*0 >  2 )
such that 7tỊ° <  n l2° .  Then under the hypothesis there will exists r <  ¿0 such that
7rJ >  7Ĩ2 >  0. We can consider that r =  i 0 — 1.
From Vị Tĩ\ >  Ỵ2 ui ^2 we have
i > 1 t>l
7Tt0
Vilrị +  (v io- l  + U io - ^ Z l )  TT1!0 - 1  +  U in l -
i<t'o — 2 t>t'o + l
>  Ui1ĩ* +  (^ o - 1 +  ^ 0  - ^ r )  7r20_1 +  X ]  ^ '* 2  • (9 )
t<t0 —2 ^2 t> i0 + l
Assume {fcj, i =  1 , .. .,  n} satisfy the condition (7).
Set
7rj° , _  *2 fct0_i i/t0_! +  Q
a  7T _  1 7T^ 0 _ 1  9 Ui o- !  +  Ui o a
It follows that k{0- i  >  q >  k{0 + i ,  a <  b.
Let n* =  {7T*1 >  7T*2 >  ••• >  7T*fc} for j  =  1, 2, { i / \  i =  1 ,...,  k }  and 
{ k ^, * =  1 ,.. .,  fc} are defined by
if Ỉ <  t'o -  1 , 
if i o  <  i  <  k  .
for j  =  1 , 2
if*  < * o - 2 , i  u"  i f » < * 0 - 2 ,
if *' =  *'o -  1 , I/* =  •j +  i/io , if » =  ¿o -  1 ,
ki0- i  , if î'o <  % <  A:. y l/i_ i  ^ if i 0 <  i <  k .
respectively.
Then we can rewrite (9) as £  ir^ * >  £  z/? tt^*. We can see that
1 <  i <  fc 1 <  i <  A;
{TTjS i  =  1 , . . . ,  k} ,  {tt*’ , i == 1 , . . . ,  fc} and { v * , i =  1, . . . ,  fc}, {/;*, * =  1 , . . . ,  fc} 
satisfy the conditions (6 ), (cw j), (7), respectively.
Applying the hypothesis of induction we have
V i k *  7T*1' >  u i k * * 2  ’ i e >
l<i</c 1 < i < /c
I/i fct 7TÍ +  q +  V io - J t t )  Trị0 “ 1 +  ^  ki *1
¡<io — 2 i>t'o + 1
>  +  9 ( ^ 0-1  +  ui0 - J = I ) 7r20_1 +  (10)
i<i'o — 2 2 ị>ịp_Ị_2
Similarly as in the case n =  2,
q ( t ' i o - l  +  Vio  - § r r )  1 >  ( f c * o - l  "*0-1 ^ 2° 1 +  ^¿0 ^ị0) iff
— Ả:t0 ) Vi 0 - 1  I'to (b — a) >  0 . Therefore the lemma is proved. □
P r o p o s it io n  5 .3 . Let 7rj, 7r2 be two possibility distributions having a same natural 
ordering.
1. I f R { * i)  <  R{ft2 ) with any weights {w>t} of Buoancy measure, then Sp{7Ti) >
<Sjơ(7T2) with the weights { v \  =  1 , Vi =  [w{ H(xi )  /  £  H (xk) ) ,  i >  2 } (cw 2)
fc> 1
or {z/! =  1 , Ui =  (Wi H(xị )  /  £  Wfc H ( x k)), i  >  2} (cw3)
fc>i
2. Conversely if S p ^ i)  >  Sp(TĨ2 ) for any weights of Specificity measure
{u i , i — 1 ,..., n }  satisfying the condition (cw j), then R [ i t 1 ) <  R { 7T2) with the
weights {w i  =  Vi^TiVk, i =  1 , .. .,  n}-
Proof.
1 . R{  7n) <  R (7T2) w ith any weights {io ,} implies £  Wi H (xi) 7Ĩ1 (xi) <
t > i
£  Wị H (x i )  ĩĩ2{xi).  It is easy to check that S p ^ x ) >  Sp(7T2) w ith the weights 
1>1
i =  1 ,..., n } defined as in (CW2) or (CW3).
We see if {tut-, i  =  1 , n}  satisfies (cw i) then {Vj-, i =  1 , n } is also.
2. Conversely from £  Wiĩĩ ị(xi)  <  £  Wiiĩ2 {xi) and by Lemma 5.2, it can
t > i  ¿>1
imply that £  u>i H(xị )  lĩị (xị) <  £  Wị H(xị )  7r2 (xj) i.e. R(Tĩị) <  R { 7T2) with  
i> 1 »>1
weights {lơi =  Vi/ĩlvk,  i =  1 , .. .,  rc} and it is clear that {tt^, i  =  1 , . . . ,  n } also 
satisfies the condition (cw i). □
If selecting a possibility distribution that maximizes the chosen measure R  
fs considered a use of principle of maximal of measure R (MR) then from the 
proposition 5.3, we have
C o ro lla ry  5 .4 . Assume possibility distributions 7Tm have a same natural
ordering. Then the use of the principle of mS with weights i =  1 ,.. .,  n }  on 
the set of these distribution is equivalent the use of the principle of M R  with any 
weights {to ,}, here {w i }  and {v i} satisfy the additional condition (cw i) and depend
on each other as in the proposition 5.s.
P r o p o s it io n  5 .5 . Let S i ,  s 2 be two weak orderings associated with the possibility 
distributions 7T1,  1Ĩ 2 , respectively.
1. Proposition 5.S also always holds when s  1 , S'2 are total orderings.
2. Part  (2)  of Proposition 5.3 holds when s  1 is a total ordering, s 2 is a weak
ordering.
S. Part (2)  of Proposition 5.3 also holds when s  1 , s 2 are any two weak 
orderings such that S\ Ç s2.
Proof.
1. The proof is based on one of the proposition 5.3 and following remarks:
If S u  S 2 are total orderings, we can consider that >  7r i(x 2) >  ••• >
ir i{xn), here x { e  B , 7T2 (x fcl) >  7r2 (x fc2) >  ••• >  7T2 (x fcJ ,  and (fcl5 k2, . .. ,  kn) is a 
perm utation of (1 , 2 , . . . ,  n).
Then
Sp(TTi) =  1 -  $ ^ v m ( x t ) ,  Sp(7r2) =  1 -  »r2(xfc.)
t>2 t>2
w i n l { x i)i ' ni>2
R {*l )  =  5 ^ ---- ^ '^ ( x / c j ,
t>2
here { f t } ,  {tUt} are weights of Specificity and Buoancy measures, respectively.
2 . If Si  is a total orderings, from Sp(7Ti) >  Sp(7r2) with any weights of 
Specificity measure {i>t , i =  1 ,..., n } satisfying (cw i) and according to Lemma 5.2 
we have
r n " l' + 1 +  1 t  ^
>   Vi  7Ti (Xj)  <  y .  -----------------  V i T T ^ X k i ) ,
Tt Tl
i > 2 t >2
where (fci, fc2,. . . ,  fc„) is a permutation of (1 , 2 , . . . ,  n) and tt2{xki ) >  7r2 (xjt2) >
>  * 2 { x k J -
From g{xi)  >  n~^+ 1 , here g(x ,•) is defined by 7r2 as in the Buoancy measure 
it may be concluded that the part 2 of this proposition holds.
3. Assum e S i , S 2 are any two weak and both not total orderings, but S 1 C 5 2.
If 7rx(x i)  >  tt 1 (x 2) >  ••• >  7Ti(xn) then ^ ( x ^  >  7r2 (x2) >  ••• >  n2(xn) and 
H i ( x i )  <  H 2(xi) for every x* e  B , here Hk{xi ) =  E S k(xi, x), k =  1, 2.
Since Sp(7Ti) >  Sp(7r2) and under Lemma 4.2 we obtain
^ V i H i i x J n i i x i )  <  Y ^ V i H i ( x i ) i r 2(xi) 
i > 1 t > l
In other side y
^ 2  v t H i  (*»■) (® i) <  v i  ( x *) ^  (Z i)
»>1 »>1
thus the part 3 of the proposition is proved. □
Propositions 5.3, 5.5 say that when the possibility distributions have a same 
natural ordering, or all orderings associated with them  are total, if a possibility
distribution is selected by the use of the principle of mS w ith and weights satisfying  
(cw i), then it is also selected by the use of the principle of MR w ith the dependent 
weights and conversely.
In the cases, when the all orderings associated with these possibility distribu­
tions are placed in two groups, first group consists of total ordering, second group - 
non total weak orderings, but the relation C become linear ordering on this group, 
if a possibility distribution is selected by the use of the principle of mS w ith any 
weights satisfying (cw i), then it is also selected by the use of the principle of MR  
with the dependent weights, conversely in general it is not true.
We now return the requested problem above, i.e., analysis the process of the 
use of the principle of mS on possibility distribution having a sam e natural order­
ing.
Let 7r i, .. . ,  7rm be possibility distributions satisfying this constraint, we will 
denote by S  the ordering associated with them.
Assum e ^ ( x i )  >  n l (x2) >  ■ • • >  ,n i { x n) then Trk{xi)  >  n k(x2) >  • • • >  n k(xn) 
for k =  2 , . . . ,  m.
T h e o r e m  5 .6 . Finite set of possibility distribution having a same natural ordering 
is (cw2)-mS-stable and (cwz)-mS-stable.
Proof. Assume ir is a possibility distribution selected from i t i , ..., 7rm by the use of
principle of mS with weights i v {  = 1 ,  v* =  J  *j— - , i >  2 } ,  we will point
<- 2l LI jH { x kJ J
out that 7T is also selected by the use of principle of mS with any weights defined 
as in (CW2), or (CW3 ) .
Under the hypothesis of n, we have £  nk(x{) >  £  ut* 7r(xi) for every
»>1 ¿>1
k =  1 , . . . ,  m.
Define k{ =  24~ 1k;1 for i =  I,--., n , here {w{,  i =  1 ,..., n} is any weights of 
Buoancy measure. We can see that any two of the distributions 7rj , . . . ,  7rm satisfy  
(6 ) (because they are normalized), {u*, i — 1 ,..., n} and {A:,-, i — 1 ,..., n }  satisfy  
the conditions (cw i) (7), respectively. Therefore, under Lemma 5.2. we obtain
^  v* ki n(xi) >  ^ 2  vi ki nk{xi),  i-e.
¿ >1  ¿>1
-R(tt) >  R{^k)  for k =  1 , . . . ,  n .  (1 1 )
From (11), applying the proposition 5.3, we have Sp(7r) <  Sp(7Tfc) for every 
k =  1 ,.. .,  n with the weights of Specificity measure {ut} defined as in (cw2) or 
(CW3).  Therefore, the proof of the theory is complete. □
Remark.  If 7T x , 7rm are possibility distributions having a same natural ordering
S,  then it is also natural ordering associated with all possibility distributions in
m  m m
the format n =  Y2 a i > where Oj >  0 and ai =  1 ) and Sp(7r) =  a i Sp(TTt)- 
¿=1 t'=i i= i
m m
Set C (7r1,. . . ,  7rm) =  { 7r =  ai 7r* j ai ^  0) ^2 °t — l }  then if 7r t0 is selected
¿=1 t = i
from the possibility distributions 7T i , 7Tm by the use of the principle of mS with
weights {v i}  then 7rt0 is also selected by the use of this principle on C (7T i , 7rm).
This is obvious, because
m m
Spi^to) =  X ^ a‘ Sp(7It°) <  «* Sp(’Tt) =  Sp i71-)
t = l  1 = 1
for every 7r G C (7Ti,..., nm).
C o r o lla r y  5.7.  C(7Ti,.. .,  7rm) is (cm^j-mS-stable and (cw3)-mS-stable.  ' '
6 . CONCLUSION
In [8] we pointed out that there exists the relationship between the principles 
of mS in possibility theory and of maximal entropy (ME) in probability theo­
ry. Nam ely we showed some conditions of finite sets of possibility distributions 
such that the uses of the principles of mS and of ME to select one from these 
distributions are equivalent.
Since important role of possibility distributions, it is necessary to continue a 
discussion on the use of the principles of mS and MB.
In this paper, we proposed the concepts of mS-stable (M B-stable)... and 
showed som e conditions of possibility distributions and weights of the Specificity 
(Buoancy) measure for these stability sorts.
Use of the principles of mS and of MB on infinite set of possibility distributions 
is one of our future research topics, there we will use the relationship between the 
principles of mS and of ME for defining a probability distribution that satisfies 
the given probability knowledge base such that at the distribution, the Entropy 
measure receives approximately maximum value, and then the concepts of mS- 
stable, (M B-stable)... of &et of possibility distributions are useful.
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